POSITION

HM
Asst HM
Hareline
On-Sec
Members

Run:
863

NAME

EMAIL

CONTACT

Colin Sorias
colinsorias@yahoo.com
Allan Girod 788-8959
Hash Cash Lorin Paton 622-5806
Salma Khan
salmakhan_10@hotmail.com
Marita Guevara
mcguevar@tstt.co.tt
Betty Agostini, Diane Henderson, Marguerite Aanensen, Joanne Esdale,
Jordan Scheer, Gerry Soogrim[Hash Booze]

Date:
26 Apr 2014

Site:
Union Rd.,
Tabaquite

Hares:
Zam, Betty, Colin

305-1053
753-8843
685-3600

Scribe:
The Organ

Pythagoras of Samos lived 570B.C a great teacher and
mathematician and old personal friend of mine. His
theorem if I remember correctly went something like
this: The square of the err, hypotenuse err err, is equal
to the er sum of the, umm err err. Square of an equal
four sided triangle. That sounds about right doesn’t it?
The point I am trying to make is that a sound classical
education would have benefitted the chief Hare Zam, in
his efforts to run from point A to point B without
confusion. You see running from point A to B is more
difficult than you think, when one considers the ordinary
brain of the Hasher (Mahashma being an exception of
course) a run in a straight line open country like Couva
would have been preferable.
This run was more like A2 + B2 = C2. C being a point on
both sides of Knolly’s Tunnel, a quantum mechanics
value unknown to the hares. The bar man made a guess
but guessed the wrong space-time co-ordinates and had
to pack up the bar and move. This gave him a grumpy
disposition for the rest of the evening.
The run started late thanks to Dr. Mike and after the usual checks we made a long and perhaps
unnecessary loop back to the start. Then, into a never ending dry riverbed and I mean never
ending. Eventually Mr. Colin told some 30 odd runners to get to point B (or C as it turned out)
by the road since it was too late to go through the forest. It turned out to be a long track on the
road, no short cut.
At point C the down downs was cut short because drivers had to get back to their cars and there
was no poofter this time around.
The bus ride
I was not on the bus myself but I have been reliably told the average age of passengers was
near 70. The bus looked like an excursion from Sunnydale retirement home. This is not to say
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that they were not young at heart. Indeed all week they were overdosing with geriatric tonics.
One old biddy kidnapped Michelle, who was last seen jumping off the bus shouting, “has anyone
seen my husband?”.I was also reliably informed there was wild winning and gyrating by some
old Geasers like Hash Cash (yes the Doc himself) and Bernard. Even body surfing went on. What
a day it was. ON ON…The Organ

HM’s Happenstance
To sum it up – ‘The change was worthwhile’; the site of ‘historical importance’. Logistical
challenges aside, kudos to all those who completed the entire tunnel run. Quite a lot goes into
putting on an A-B run of this nature, and planning and input from committee members is key.
A note on fitness: the hash run always varies, depending on location and conditions. It is
imperative that the hasher/ visitor/ newbie be aware of their specific level of fitness before
attempting what could turn out to be a grueling trek. If unaware, have a chat with one of the
hares, a senior hasher, or someone familiar with the area/ terrain.
On On
Segregate your waste at the hash! Remember Disassemble, Crush & Dispose

responsibly. We’re all in this together!

Hareline 2014
RUN# DATE (2014)

HARES

SITE & INFO

864

May 10

North Coast Posse

Alta Vista, Bye-Pass Rd., Arima

865

May 24

Mags/ Jo

Toco Mn. Rd., Balandra

866

Jun 7

Arima Spartans

TBA

NIL

Jun 19

Jamaica HHH/ Overseas 2014

New Kingston, Jamaica

867

Jun 21

Jamaica HHH/ Overseas 2014

Portland, Jamaica

868

Jun 22

Jamaica HHH/ Overseas 2014

Portland, Jamaica

NIL

Jun 21

TBA/ Hash Run Trinidad

TBA

Oct 23-26

TOBAGO HASH WEEKEND 2014 CROWN POINT, TOBAGO – STAY TUNED

Directions to the next run – Run #865
Date: May 24 2014
Time: 3:30PM
Site: Balandra Bay Road, Balandra
Hares: Mags & Joanne
From Uriah Butler/Churchill Roosevelt Highway intersection
1. Proceed East (25km) along the extent of the Churchill Roosevelt Highway, past Arima &
exit North (left) at Antigua Road, Wallerfield (last exit to Eastern Main Road)
2. Proceed North along Antigua Road to Eastern Mn Road. Turn East (right) onto Eastern
Mn Road.
3. Proceed East along Eastern Mn Road to Valencia Junction.
4. At Valencia Junction take left path and proceed along Valencia Mn Road towards Toco.
5. Proceed (12km) along Valencia Mn Road until junction with Toco Mn Road. Turn NorthEast (left) onto Toco Mn Road.
6. Proceed (~20km) along Toco Mn Road past Matura & Salybia to Balandra Bay Road [On
Right] in village of Balandra. Turn onto Balandra Bay Road. Run site is down to beach.
7. Follow HHH signs where posted. Food on sale after run.
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